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Abstract:  

"As teachers we have recognized that space that lends itself to use in multiple ways is far more valuable than 

space which can be used only in one way…. A room with a few mats and possibly chaukies will not only remain 

clean but also provide infinite opportunities for small group work, music and dance, sitting in a circle, 

reading separately, etc. Thus setting space free of heavy structure appears to be one of the key elements of 

design ..."  

G. Gautama, Principal, The School KFI, Chennai 1995  

As parents of The School, we had, on many occasions, talked with Gautama about introducing 
design to students at the high school level. The teachers had already been thinking of this for some 
time and were only too willing to support the introduction of a program that could eventually 
develop into a regular course offered in Std XI and XII.  This paper outlines the authors’ experience 
in developing and teaching ‘Design Studies’ at The School, KFI Chennai for two Class XI batches 
during the years 2001-2003. The experiment, we believe, was perhaps a few years ahead of its 
time. More than eight years later, speaking to some of the students who had taken the course 
revealed interesting observations pertaining to the introduction of design within school curricula. 

While inputs for the course were taken from vastly diverse subjects – fractals, architecture, 
fashion, visual communication, basic design skills, art history and culture studies – the direction the 
experiment finally took was an outcome of active reflection amongst the three of us who taught 
the course, students’ feedback in class and from the experience of some teachers at the School. A 
summer apprenticeship was introduced as part of the course and continues to be a format available 
to high school students to expose themselves to the professional practice of design. 

The emergent approach at the end of the second year was to view “design” as an exciting means 
for the unraveling of order and complexity in one’s wider environment - nature, society and the 
built environment. A combination of illustrated lectures, demonstrations, field trips and projects 
enabled the students to engage with these contexts. The pedagogic practice of “design” involved 
the facilitation of spontaneous critical thinking and in establishing meaningful connections between 
materials, technologies, products, places, people and processes. The guiding principle behind the 
learning objectives outlined was not to look for neat answers but rather at the depth of 
explorations and questions emerging from the students' own initiative.  

This paper is aimed as a sharing for any future initiative to bring design into school curricula and 
hopes to provide some key learning and recommendations for the same. 
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1. Introduction 

The tree lined, flower strewn lane leading to the school complex is perhaps the most 

contemplative of walking paths in the school. It is flanked by Besant Avenue and the Blue 

Cross building to one side and the school’s pond and open air theater on the opposite side. 

Chance meetings often led to long conversations here and it was during one such dappled 

and fragrant afternoon, that Kalpana, Deepa and I decided to put our energies together in 

developing a syllabus and teaching program to introduce design to students of The 

Krishnamurti School in Chennai.  

 

The fact that all three of us were parents of The School ensured that at the heart of our 

endeavor was the shared belief in education as the space and time to “learn how to learn” 

rather than to pursue knowledge for its own sake. We also complemented each other in 

terms of our individual interests, skills and backgrounds – together we had competencies 

in architecture and space design, graphic design and visual communication, sociology, 

research methodology, crafts, textiles and fashion. The fact that we were neighbors 

permitted many creative discussions around walks and cups of tea. Our own children and 

their friends, often in the vicinity of these sessions, provided many a stray drops of 

wisdom in the early stages of the development of the program.  

 

2. The Space in the Curriculum  

The most important aspect of the Design Studies course was the curricular space within 

which it was offered. It is well known that contingencies of national level curricula, and 

the final exams associated with them at the class X and class XII levels, rarely permit 

experimentation. Most schools are under pressure to provide syllabus focused teaching and 

learning programs for the high school years. At The School, however, some very open and 

innovative responses to the Class XI program were being discussed and implemented.  

 

The then Principal, G. Gautama, ruminates on its evolution: 

“In the year 1995 we had only two students writing the ISC examination. We had to rethink 

the situation and come up with a viable answer. The only other alternative was to close 

down classes XI and XI.  We had to offer something that would talk to the spirit of the 

students at this age. Abandoning the traditional wisdom that when academics get intense, 

the curriculum should be lightened, we took the counterintuitive position of making the 

curricula more demanding. Three weeks stay on the farm, one week in a place of 



wilderness and a two-week trip to a place of environmental and social struggle. Students 

responded with great enthusiasm!” 

 

Given the backdrop of a liberal and spirited curricular space within which experiments 

were already taking place, we entered this window of trial with a sense of ease and 

shared understanding. The boundaries were defined by the Class XI schedule. The course 

was located within the weekly timetable and students were given a clear choice of 

subjects to opt from which included Design Studies. It was made clear to the students that 

the course was not certified by the national Examination Board but it was being offered as 

a supplement for those who were interested along with another course on Health Studies.  

 

The students were visibly intrigued and excited about the upcoming experiment. We set 

about creating a formal syllabus complete with weekly lesson plans and semester based 

modules. We also set about outlining the learning objectives, readings, class room and 

home exercises, model exams and assessments including criteria for evaluation of the 

same.  

 

3. Evolution of the Course 

The initial draft and format of the syllabus that was implemented for the first batch of 

students was academically very comprehensive. It covered “theory”, “method” and 

“practice”. However it did so in linear progression. The course was to unfold with theory 

and cascade into the practical application of what was learnt. It was an exercise from 

head to foot literally. We began with history, followed by lectures on methods of data 

collection and analysis and ended with individual design projects and internships for an 

exposure into one or another area of professional design practice such as advertising, 

fashion, architecture and so on. Our teaching methodology was predominantly didactic 

and as we moved into the next year we were clearly rethinking both the course structure 

and its mode of delivery. 

 

Active reflection and analysis of the first year’s lesson plans, assignments and student 

assessments led us to the realization that we had to adopt a more creative approach to 

make it more meaningful to both the students and to ourselves. In our initial course design 

theoretical inputs had been structured along three contexts or milieu for comprehending 

thought and action at the individual and collective levels – nature, society and the built-

environment. It became obvious to us that these were not just contexts for studying 

cognitive patterns – e.g. symmetry in nature, development of human tools in different 



cultures and shelters and dwellings, but would also form the basis for all our explorations 

in design processes and applications. Our own skills and expertise also fit into this pattern 

and the course developed a fresh approach in its second year of implementation. Table 1 

provides a snapshot of this evolution. 

 

Syllabus Format Year 1 
 

      Iteration Year 2      Explanation with  
     Lesson Plan examples 

 
Theory 
Lectures on  

1. Individual & 
Collective: Nature, 
Society & the Built 
Environment 

 
 
2. Design History and 

Art Appreciation: 
World and India 

 
 
Group Projects on 

• Patterns in Nature, 
eg. Symmetry 

•  Material Culture  
Tools – Form & Use; 

• Correlation between 
Design and Nature – 
eg. in History 

• Human Dwellings 
Patterns in India 

 
 

 
 
 
Theory, Method and Application     
become integrated into Lesson Plans 
centered on contexts meaningful for 
the students – the classroom, the 
school, the home, the neighborhood 
and the country 

 
Methodology 
 
Lectures on 

• Data Collection 
• Analysis & Definition 

of the Problem 
• Design Synthesis  

 

 
 
 
Group Projects  
On understanding Design 
Processes—divergence, 
convergence and synthesis 
with examples from the 
three environments  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Understanding design processes by 
taking examples from art and design 
history, eg Art Nouveau and its 
inspiration from Nature 
 
Toys Module: 
Research: Collect, Classify, Observe  
Audit: Compare, Contrast, Analyze  
Redesign: Improve, Alter, Range 
Development 
 
Space and Built Environment:  
“Take a Walk”, “Go find Something” 
 

 
Application 
 
Classroom exercises on 

• Visualization Skills 
• Materials 

Exploration 
• Media Technology  

 
 
 
Independent Projects  
Design Audit, design or 
redesign of a product, space 
or social system or service 
integrating design thinking 
and design process 

 
 
The aim was to empower students to 
research and design a  
product/service/system or space such 
in any of the 3 contexts – nature, 
society and built space 
— Design of Postcards inspired by an 
artist/design movement /nature 
— Locks and Keys  
— Quilter’s Dream 
— Kitchen process flow in a local 
restaurant 
— Photo Essay on People and Faces in 
and around the Mylapore Temple 
— Redesign of the School Meals 
Washing Area  
 



 

Table 1. Design Studies: Evolution of the Classroom and pedagogic practice 

 
4. The Emergent Approach  

We soon realized that the course needed to center around the three key environments – 

nature – society – built environment/space. The engagement within each of these contexts 

was based on individual preferences and meaning. We had specified the boundaries and 

creativity was given a free hand within the same. So our classroom interactions evolved 

from being instructive and assignment oriented to those that were predominantly self-

directed and student-centric.  The course moved from lecture based pedagogic practice to 

facilitation and guidance in group projects and independent assignments. It had become 

what The School had envisioned the Class XI space to be - “… an atmosphere where 

students would learn the art of self-directed learning? … an atmosphere where the role of 

the teacher would be that of an educator learner? … an atmosphere where the student is 

the learner educator.” G. Gautama 

5. Student Feedback 

After a nearly eight year hiatus we decided to contact come of the students who had 

taken the course. We drafted a set of broad questions and reproduced below are some of 

the responses: 

STUDENT 1 

Q. What made you join the design course when it was being offered at The School? 

A. It was said to be the first of its kind, at the high school level - this was exciting 
enough! 

Q.  What did you like most -the theory part or the "doing" bits? 

A. Both really. The exposure to the theory helped the practical. For instance, I recall 

the class on 'The Great Artists' where we were exposed to the work of Manet, 

Monet, Renoir and Van Gogh. Learning that a blue sky in a painting did not only 

have shades of blue in it opened a little door in my head - because until then, I 

knew this only passively …. 

Q. Is there anything you learnt in the design course that still comes in use today - 

either at your workplace or in your daily life? 

That what you finally create is a result of many things that you work on, that may 

not seem to be directly related to it but will enrich it anyway. And that the real art 

is in doing some unromantic things consistently. Such as color charts which I just 

did not enjoy working on - but did help a lot in looking and learning to see things.  



Q. Did learning about design in your plus 2 influence your choice of career? 

Without a doubt! 

STUDENT 2 

Q. What module did you enjoy the most? 

There were 2 modules actually, that I enjoyed the most. The first being one of the 

introductory classes, where we were exposed to various design exercises that 

encouraged us to draw what we saw and eliminate pre-conceived mental images. 

The second, was the module on re-design- the idea of designing a product around 

functionality and comfort and not merely aesthetics, was a brilliant revelation to 

me! Both modules provided me with a wonderfully new perspective to design and 

art. 

STUDENT 3 

Q.  Can you share your views on the Design Studies course? 

A. The course merely demanded that we look, observe and question. Now, looking 

back, I cannot imagine a thing more valuable than this! There were no right 

answers, no mistakes and no formulas whatsoever; this for me suitably crammed 

the void that science left in me. There is no way I would have ever opted out of 

that course. It felt good! 

The design course was versatile. Over the year we were exposed to several aspects 

of design, design history and art movements through which I evolved an 

understanding of my own. Objects around me were no longer impassive - they were 

ideas. 

I truly believe it was this one module that gave me the courage to venture into the 

field of art & design. It drew me to loving and appreciating furniture design & 

photography. I went on to apprentice under a revered photographer, and then 

joined an advertising firm, all of this only because the course stirred a little 

something in me!  

6. Conclusion 

The Design Studies course was an experiment that is extremely relevant in the present 

times. Not only is this reflected in the student feedback it is increasingly a requirement in 

the current age of information, images and interaction. For Jayashree Nambiar, present 

principal and teacher of The School for more than two decades, “Design reflects intent”. 



It is only when perceived structures and forms are broken and re-aligned or re-structured 

that one realizes that design is indeed empowering. Design Studies offered this “play with 

structures” for students – be it the wash area near the dining hall, the class room seating 

plan and furniture, the color in a painting, the form of a given toy …. All this, when done 

in collaboration with those involved, can lead to dramatic change. The course, even if 

unwittingly, made the students aware of the possibility of their own participation in wider 

change processes.  

 

In our view it was a demonstration of the fact that design “allows one to open-up to 

questioning,” and enables one to deal with the abstract in a more tangible and meaningful 

manner. The fact that it was able to provide students with a way of thinking, seeing and 

acting in order to make sense of the myriad complexities around them, is reason enough to 

highlight its significance and value at the school level even today. 
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